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ABSTRACT

We show that the level degeneracy at a(s) = n for the

general N-pt. function with satellites is

Yd  r.u exp n as n -4 £>on

1where 7 = 1- 7271  k = 1,2,.....

The form of the single loop constructed from such amplitudes

is briefly discussed.
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Several authors(1,2,3)have given expressions for dual

N-pt. scalar amplitudes with satellites, some of which have

been factorised(4,5).

In this note we examine the level degeneracy of the

class of N-pt. functions discussed in Ref. 1, the simplest of

which has already been examined in some detail (5,6)

Our main result is that the N-pt. scalar dual amplitudes

with satellites B  can be classified into sets {B  } k=1,2,...
(as was essentially done in Ref. 1) such that the level degener-

acy at a(s)=n for the amplitude B  is

SIT - .x9 61,n k
«3

4 0- +  00                     (1)

where

Yk         2k+1                             (2)
' ,k,>i

We examine the N-pt. function with satellites using

the terminology of Ref. 1. The N-pt. scalar amplitude has the

form

8# ctil   =    ·Trd*i *NIX'i.ti)  =  <rd*i0N (*i.'pi) F..(x,1
™  '(3)

where FN 5  1 corresponds  to the usual N-pt. function.

The satellite function FN(xi) has the form

FN   (x i. )         =        7-       F.  ( *i) (4)
k

where
F (*i) = E fi(ul,1+1 '   ' ' lk·62,1-1)            (5)

.
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· the sum in eqn. (5) being taken over the N sets of u's at the

vertices of the dual polygon.  Only a finite number of the f 

are non-zero and they have the form
k

fW  Ot..'*N-3)      =                   L                             X
1 4 i, <i i · · < ·i k<N-3 i,Xz'+1.-Xik (1- wi,1(1- xia)-....(1- xii;' is )

'  k+3(xil, *ia,...,Xik)
Let us factorise the N=(r+s+4)-pt. function given by

Fig. 1 in the s=(Ipi)2 = (Iqj)2 channel.  If z is the variable

associated with this channel (Fig. 2) we expand F  as
Do

F k      =    I   za Dt (x.y)
4=0                                                                                    (7)

associating xi with the incoming momenta Pi, Yj with the out-

going momenta qj.  Suppose D  can be factorised in a symmetric

way in the least number of factored terms as

Dt (Ly)   =    fl  L IC   (x) 12 k (y)
AH                       (8)0(=1

Then from eqn. (4)
DO

FN =  r  Z., :1  1)k (*.y)4=0

00           SW
=         y       ZA   .7.       L b< (x )  12  Am c y)

A =0 0,-1                    (9)
in an obvious notation, where  n =  2 Sk < Do.

Inserting eqn. (9) in eqn. (3) gives

'IJN =  (rdxi tr+3(*i,t, )»dyjf%5*3Cyi'Cl'i3 z z      0- Z) I
-O((S)-1 O((O)-l

r2     4 F,  4.44 AA)
.  .CL .'( P L- L K (10)

3    Z   1-  r .62
+     31)     L..(x, 12,™ (yflVi = 1

1
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in the usual notation.

We see from 'eqn.  (9) that we can perform the single

factorisation by introducing harmonic oscillator operators

a(s)(B=O,1,2,3), Air)(a=l,2 ,..., 5r) satisfying

r (c)
tcs,1 ==1--1,«gr  , IA:'.14; ']= 9-, 7-p (11)Law , av

1

with all other commutators zero. The a<'lare the usual 4-dimen-
sional operators(8 that couple to the External momenta, and the

A(r  couple to the additional internal degrees of freedom.  The

metric 11 is determined by the details of FN.tae

Assuming that there is no difficulty in performing

multiple factorisation eqn. (11) implies an internal Hamiltonian

60

+  0                  <                   F:It (r)                     (r,
H      =     37- r  (cur   3 r v  a v

-

0'        7«/    A 11     )r=t

(12)

If d  is the degeneracy of H with eigenvalue n we haven

Do '0 r :4- Sr
1:>(*) = 7. cl x* = T> x'+ =  3-, (1-X '*=0                   -                   (13)

We now compute S k (eqn. 8) for large n.

a) k-1(5).  Expand '74(x) as

'V

x(I-x)44(*, - Y ek(i-x>k
k ).1 (14)

where  ek=0.  The main contribution to Sn comes from the sum

F'*      = 7- 82%(I-dpB)<4(dp$) (15)N
14 fs<+1
169,6 s+,
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where d are the lines intersecting z. The d satisfyPq Pq

(1- dn'f-  f.    Cs:(1,) x; Cp,-,£ s-,fy,;              (16)
st#r= k

andwhere Pl' = X, )(2.... x P ,  Cg =  7,72..... 7%

C:E(1')       =   , i=ff-i)'.,(-t   )(-4)(st-P)(Eto           (17)
Inserting eqn. (14) into.eqn. (15) we have

Ad

F'i   =    7-    zr  Y       L      (x) C r    K y.6 CY)
96 -

N                    rs
r-1 5+ 6 r= 1 (18)

where (96 = Z C  r6(k) e kr
k>/ I

(19)

r+1 '5+1

+        C

and  L  (x) =
 1*,pi-'        ,   -e,k cy)    =   L   y' gillrs                                     1-1ti

(20)

Diagonalising Cr we write

F'* = Y ='1 L'=c„) AI" fi:1'(y)N (21)r=1 0(=0

where Ar are the signs of the eigenvalues of C .30                                    r
The z-dependent terms in Fl omitted in FNl add only a

constant number of factorised terms to each mode. Thus

S *-j r CU>       F- -3  ><1
3-

r                                         (22)

b) k) 1:  One of the terms giving the asymptotic forms of

Sk is FIk = F(l)k + F(2)k, where



-
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F'>k L .2 -2,p(,-1,9)dpr.- apcdk., (1-dpg,).N                            16  P S< +1         lick,<..< 9'k.1  4 9+I

.(1 -d'*, ) . (1- d 37 (1, d d pll,)( 23)rle . . . pc ki     . le*3 P. po"..,

FI' = 2.-    
141'61¥, 16 '< - <Pk.iS<+1 1  Pk-,01  PICA'.r,      (,- Y*, 1' )  d,($....

d (1- d    1

. (1- d 94).---- .(1-dfk-,  fk+1(ng., CIP,ck,  .cipki/(24)

The f (Fig. 2) satisfy'p    ,   ri9,
/0

d     s   r(1 - 1,p)k =  I-   cy C|') xppp., Zt
(25)st & y=k

with a similar
expression for r, .

Expand f as
k+3 -

X,  (1 -  *Z) -  -   -  -  -    ('  -  *k)  X k    k+s   (X„ x z, ·         · ,X k  )     ==

-.  T                                  ik           (26)
L                   e l  1           1       (1 -  x 1  )43 .  .   .   .  .      (l-   X k)11 41 1 2-...  k

1 9  1,2,      ,  kwhere

Le =     <21, - ik
0   .

212/1 ki. ..kk- tk)'

Then, from eqns. (16), (25) and

DO

8    a      = 1- (   r  ( / )  X «   0-    Z Cr-- 9  , (2 7)

SE S    Y    Y     

P'..... p C\'k--1 s 6-4 r= i
P   J    r-'           °lk-r

1= )1'   =      3 11                 62-                                 f     \:t                           a.,    'Ok.': 6.,-,6,
Istss+,  1601,<- ..<01'k-,69*,   L       Ec0, .,ck-,

A-, A-4ao C+CO

C:l i '61  4 ci = 1 >< P     ppi.

c+60 44   c;  6. r0 ,   . 11 9 -1 79'' Ll - 7-1  c'j'.,t)..,-pakf'., Z  --4   1     (22)
Ck Ck bkl

1=1   1
lk-lCLEbt< C'Lel
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where

 a.,'-,ak-, :66'..,bk-, F a 6 - q k-, .bu  .=1

e40....1 k-' C cl 0(90) C': '(1 ,1.... . L -rek)Co,.  ·,Ck- I
L-

ti 3 0 C k-'
i  =o,i, . . . k-1 (29)

k-1 k-1

where a - L at,   .   C  -  I. Ck
i=I 1-1

In an obvious notation we can write eqn. (28) as

c')"   2- f- Lc'....ck-, :66....bk- C+60 12 ct'.,ck-':6,>.,61. .
F  N                                                                            '  (x) z <-,(y)

60     616 ci = ,
0 2

i =5 -. 'k-1
- LE 1-3'..ck :4.1>k(X ) zc*Clebo li c, -,ck-1-+bk :b„-.,bk., (Y)

60     bisci- 1            '                                                                                                       2

1=1'. 'k (30)

where

'R cu,ck-1
.6 t'.. '6k-,

Cy)   =   .-L ---     Ci
k-i

2                                      ..1,<···<Clk-,<N-3  ill (52 -1  2'9it

Lcuvck-,:  b0,. 1,

bk-'(x) =    -       --         E '='ak  : 60,· j

bk-' a+a0 c+co
1  6  P 6  9 4,       Co         Q i 4 C'.          CO'        ,  C k-, X p     fri

1 =0.... k-,

 _Cu.,Ck:bo'..,6'c: (*)    a.            -   C c   Cl) E ae' 'Qk-1:66, '6k-1 va+ao+Qll
atbk

Co,..,  C k-' ..P .'$26$#, cO a,sci
C+Co+Cki=0,..Ic-1 .pr-\

(31)

Eqn. (30) can be written formally as

b.             Sbo)
(bil

/(4)                        4
(A) (Wi)

Ft"  =  L  z·'2   La« (*,122« CY)   -  ki     ,   L,R (x) R 2- (7)a= Li       O =  I
(32)

-  I-'
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tk
F N (eqn. 23)) then has the factorised form

Do                          S   (0)

F'k    =  37    1- 7     (LZ (•,  Rl,(Y)   4    Lisx, 2 1'(y))
4 = k- 1          0,= c

bo

-   7-  z··  72(,1 (L' ' ix, -RILY) +
, Ck) (bo        \

10(                       Li- (x) Flot cy))
A- k     C><0 1

(33)

(2)kwhere a similar expansion has been performed for F   N.

To symmetrically factorise F'  we have to make the

substitution

-  (L,22*L22,3    =      L,12,9   1_212 2  -    (L,+Ll)(R,+212)
(34)

This gives rise to a large number of components with negative

metric which will give ghosts in the level degeneracy.

We observe immediately that St(l) > St(o) so we

restrict ourselves to examining the second term on the right hand

side of eqn. (30). In order that S  (1) be the least number

of factored terms there must be no linear dependences between

the R(n)or between the L(n).  That this is the case for thea a
'ni

Ra(V) follows directly from eqn.  (31) .   It  is also apparent

that for general values of the e a - the L(n)(x) will

(9)                          0 '         '  <k-1 la ,

be linearly independent.

Fixing the power of z at c+ck+bk = n in the second

term of eqn. (30) we thus have

t-'L i
(1 1 2 k-i (35)b b (1) r* b 4k
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Since the other z-dependent terms in F  give similar

power behaviour   [if  they  contain     1P'   dpqi,;=5;=;52.J or less we
have

St - 6,4 CU>   pr --4 Do k>l (36)

2£-1.

Let      <B        be   the   set   of N-pt. functions for which
k                  r./

 N96 0' 4-NE O , i>k (i.e. the simplest set of

N.pt. functions (N>k+3) compatible with arbitrary (k+3) and

lesser point functions).  Then, for a particular B 

2£-i
 (1'3     -      3-   S t  , s6k YL ,     k * 1h

1                                 (37)
.-2where the sum is over the non-zero b , 14 k.

ri

The level degeneracy of B  at a(s)=n is dk where(10)n

bo                              -  S (EL 4

-pck)(x)   =  2-0 cl 4  x     =    Tr  ( , -x  )    r
Ck) K      Y

r= 1
(38)

In Ref. 4 it has been shown that

-2

1 K .Pcl
)
(.X 3 - 6,5(3)(i-x) CK K- + i- .

(39)

By a straightforward generalisation of this method it can be

shown that

(IC) bkr'(2£)5(2£+1)(1-x) as  *-4 \-.-2k
Ift P (>'.3 .'V

(40)

We can evaluate the asymptotic form dn by applying(k)

the saddle-point method to

cl £          .             -L              1-'       (z)

r (t)
M/ (21Fl.  2=T (41)

C
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'          where the contour C enclosing the origin lies within Izl < 1.

This gives
1    2k

8(k)                  tx   i(4·2  )(68 S'(2.k)&(2.1,4 •) 22+1   vi €Efi] (42)kL -V

This is the result quoted in eqn. (1).

We conclude with a brief diacussion of the renormali-

sation of the single loop constructed from the N-pt. function

with satellites.

Let us suppose that the vertex and propagator for a

given amplitude B  have been constructed as operators in the

occupation number space of the relevant harmonic.oscillators.

For k*l there will probably be no spurious states in general(11).

Because the trace factors into the usual trace without

satellites and a momentum independent term that depends on the

satellite coefficients the planar loop (Fig. 3) has the form

L NCh)       =        lrd f LN (xi.ti)  rN (xi)
(43)

where  1 (x )=1 corresponds to the absence of satellites.N  i'

Near W=x x ...xN=1(12,13)12 Do

L        (<.    6.  )    .*.     'F> co,(w)     =      -ir    (t-  l.1 ) 4N       1, Fl r=- I

Q*d  |N   C x i  )           *'        13 (k) ( 1 ') (44)

To examine this essential singularity.it is convenient to make

(13)the change of variables

q    = 'exp ( =.
h

(45)V       Ikw /

1 -
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Near q = 0, -
'/3 (13)

,  ' 0,            ...                      1,

-P (1') fv .ex p  Lck'b    9,1         ,   k 2 1
r   , 2k 7

(46)

In the absence of satellites it is possible to construct

a dual counterterm (13) because of the power behaviour of

P<  .  For k 3 1 the singularity of P(k  dominates that of

P<0 .  Because of the non-power behaviour of this singularity

we are unable to construct a counterterm.

Another interesting question is that of the singulari-

ties of the orientable non-planar loop of Fig. 4 constructed

from an N-pt. function with satellites. (Assuming that a

twisting operator exists in this case).  In the absence of

satellites the loop converges for u < -  because of the power

behaviour of P<D .  With satellites the singularity of P(k)

(eqn. 46)) would cause the loop to diverge for all values of

1/3 (13,14)U. As a corollary, the s behaviour associated with

the non-physical branchpoints will be destroyed.

J
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1.  The N=r+8+4 pt. function in multiperipheral configuration.

Fig. 2. The momentum space dual diagram of Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Thie N-particle planar loop.

Fig. 4.  An orientable non-planar 4-particle loop.
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